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LETTER TO EDITOR
420 million children live in a war or conflict zone [1-4]. That is almost twice as many as 20 years ago. They suffer
from fear, hunger and disease. Around 27 million children cannot go to school because of the armed fighting.
Children are generally not the focus of attention when it comes to war victims and the consequences of war. They
remain hidden behind the focus on political and material consequences of war, as is the case when wounded, wardisabled or war-related invalidity are brought into focus [5-8]. With the term war child an almost unmanageable
court of meaning is called up, if it is used for all war children of the world and referred to all times. In Germany,
the term war child developed around the beginning of the 1990s, when that generation that had experienced World
War II during their childhood began to break their silence about it. Since then, the term war child gained
widespread media attention. At the same time, academia and research have taken up the phenomenon of these war
childhoods. Internationally, the term war child sometimes results in divergent meanings in other national
languages. It can be associated with very different contents. Differences are already apparent for the Second World
War, for example, when it comes to the war children in occupied Poland. The English term war children is used
in some countries as well as the French term enfant de la guerre as a synonym for child of occupation and thus in
a different context, but also with reference to the Second World War. In France alone, the number of children of
German occupation soldiers from World War II is estimated at 200,000. Although they too are war children in the
original sense of the word, for them the focus is usually on the devaluations and humiliations associated with their
origins, which both they and their mothers experienced and which could lead to considerable impairment of
identity and self-esteem. Some of them find the possibility of dual citizenship liberating.
The term fills with other content when the children of the war hotbeds in the non-European area or even in the
21st century come into focus [7-11]. The dropping of the atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August
1945 or the Vietnam War between 1955 and 1975 are each associated with special implications for the children
of these wars, as is the genocide of the Bengalis in the Bangladesh War of 1971 or the civil war in Syria since
2011. In Japan, the children of war at that time still suffer from radiation-induced mutations today. For the Vietnam
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War, different consequences of the war have to be considered, depending on whether napalm or the defoliant
Agent Orange was used. And the long-term consequences for the children of war in Syria, in Afghanistan or, since
2014, in eastern Ukraine are not even foreseeable yet - with the exception of the already numerous mutilations
caused by mines. Since Ukrainian war in 2022, the situation of the 7.5 million children in the Ukraine is again
extraordinary depressed by realizing aggressiveness and war scenario of a Russian regime, which ignores any
humanitary corridores to remove children from fighting zones, nor to take care about the psychological
consequences of being part of a war as a child. The extend of psychological effects on childhood health of these
7.5 million children is not foreseeable.
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